
COST SAVINGS INITIATIVES

I have lost count of the number of cost reduction initiatives that I have seen or been involved in, that have been declared
a success, and yet.

A version of this article appeared in the May issue of Harvard Business Review. Consolidate incidentals.
Utilities and Overhead 1. He created a process to ensure that the people best qualified for the new jobs got
them; the others were released. Consider eliminating the review entirely, conducting it less frequently, or
checking just those units with a history of supplying bad data. By redesigning its claim forms and eliminating
exceptions that did not matter, the client saved more than half the cost of exceptions. All you have to do is to
ask. Secure Valuable Resources Gain vital assets like these by integrating cost-reduction initiatives,
innovation management, and resource planning: A robust, prioritized pipeline of cost-savings initiatives to
help you meet target savings. In two more years, you may not be able to protect them any longer. Curbing
Costs in Unstructured Departments Every company has unstructured departmentsâ€”marketing, strategic
planning, financial analysis, operations managementâ€”where the workload is not a function of repetitively
processing certain transactions or information. Perhaps their jobs were made simpler by the new online HR or
finance system a year ago, and new duties were never assigned. Edward J. If the shoes were not included in
our original budget, and at the original price, then there is no cost saving, and more than likely our costs have
gone up, now down. For example, departments often buy supplies without regard to what others are ordering.
Installing motion sensor taps can solve the problem and reduce overall water consumption. Heat only the areas
which need it. Because the job requirements were new, past HR ratings did not matter. Here are some factors
to consider. Check 10 tips to create a paperless office. Take a look at where you spend resources on the off
chance that certain events might arise. Perhaps the need for certain data has diminished or disappeared
altogether. If you start now and stick with it, you will find enough ideasâ€”and the right onesâ€”to reach your
goal. In fact, this is something which you can let you operate from a small room. So the only way to reduce
costs was to spend less than planned on these any or all of these four items. Have the events actually not
occurred in the past five years? Every department seems to have one or two of them. The company discovered
that once a week was more than sufficient to catch errors before they did any harm. It may sound a little
contradicting, but spending to save does make sense in some cases. Learn more about the advantages of
driving cost-reduction programs with Accolade. What does that look like? Eliminate programs. Sometimes we
unconsciously ignore small expenses that can pile up quickly over the period of time. All administrative
departments, efficient ones included, have unresolved personnel issues. Talk to your counterparties.


